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‘Tu te décolonises’: Comics Re-framings of the Breton Liberation Front (FLB)

What role can comics play in political expressions in minoritised stateless cultures? Two emblematic examples are provided by the case of 1960s-early 1980s Brittany, a period whose representation in comics form will be at the centre of this article, and during which this ‘invisible nation’ (Gemie 2007) was reinvented through the intertwinement of culture and politics.​[1]​ On the one hand, the era saw the completion of bande dessinée character Bécassine’s trajectory from a symbol of Breton servitude and stupidity, and therefore of a negative identity (Le Coadic 1998), to being reclaimed off the comics page. This was done most evocatively in Paol Keineg’s 1972 play Nevez-amzer ar Bonedoù Ruz/Le printemps des Bonnets rouges, where she turned into a revolutionary and rallying figure, raising her fist (on the Breton reaction to Bécassine, see Forsdick 2005 and Williams 2007: 142-146).​[2]​ On the other hand, back to the comics page, the end of the decade saw the publication, from the first issue of (À Suivre), of Claude Auclair and Alain Deschamps’ Bran Ruzh (later to be spelt Bran Ruz, and published in one volume by Casterman in 1981). This was an adaptation of the legend of the flooded city of Ker-Is, used here as a trope to denounce the drowning of minority cultures by the French nation-state. In its use of bilingualism, political re-purposing of Celtic imagery and imaginary, and processes of redrawing and drawing on contemporary Emsav (the Breton cultural and political movement), Bran Ruz/h stands as a striking comics articulation of the Breton cause (see Blin-Rolland 2017). 
	These two examples point to the cultural resonance of comic art, its overt or covert imbrication with questions of politics and identity, and the possibilities offered by the medium to articulate these in creative ways. These are well-established and fecund research avenues, including of course in French-language comics (for a seminal example see McKinney 2008), yet they are under-explored in relation specifically to minoritised stateless cultures. As such, one aim of this article is to posit the productivity of examining the relationship between Brittany and comics, as a case study for developing not only the diversity of bande dessinée and comics scholarship, but also an intermedial understanding of minoritised stateless cultures. The popular and hybrid medium of comic art enables to analyse processes of identity construction, articulation and transformation in these contexts in different, less-examined yet no less productive ways than other arts. This will be explored in this article through the prism of two comics, Alain Goutal’s short trial reportage ‘Instantanés d’une sinistre farce’ (‘Snapshots of a sinister farce’), and Stéphane Heurteau’s 2013 two-volume Sant-Fieg. Goutal’s and Heurteau’s texts respectively document and remember the Front de Libération de la Bretagne (whose action and ideology will be sketched out below), an underground independentist movement that threw into sharp relief Brittany’s unequal relationship of power with France. 
The FLB, then FLB-ARB (which stood for Armée Républicaine, and then Révolutionnaire, Bretonne), carried out attacks, planned so as not to spill blood, against symbols of the French State and capitalism between 1966 and 2000. It was originally conservative, and progressively shifted to the far-left in the 1970s.​[3]​ The FLB was founded in a global context of decolonisation and was part of a nationalitarian wave in the 1960s and 1970s, such as in Québec, the Basque Country, Corsica, Scotland and Sardinia (Kernalegenn 2013). As laid out in their manifesto (written in late 1968 and published in early 1969), the FLB considered Brittany to be oppressed politically, economically, socially and culturally by the colonialist, imperialist and capitalist French State (in Nicolas 2007: 356-360). 
While the FLB was unique in 1960s-1970s Brittany in opting for political violence as ‘auto-défense’/‘self-defence’ expression of Breton anger and frustration (in Nicolas 2007: 358), the idea of internal colonialism, first developed in Occitania and theorised by Robert Lafont, was key to contemporary Emsav as it definitively shifted to the left.​[4]​ It structured the discourse of the political party Union Démocratique Bretonne (UDB), as would be epitomised by the title of their mission statement, ‘Bretagne = colonie’/‘Brittany = colony’ (UDB 1973). In addition to issues of economic under-development and lack of political autonomy, a key argument for Brittany’s status as an internal colony was the treatment of Breton culture by the French State, in particular with regard to its policy of eradicating the language through schooling during the 3rd Republic. This was represented by the practice of making children caught speaking it wear a symbole (which could take the form of a clog or a piece of wood) around their neck to ‘signify their failure to modernize and assimilate’ (Williams 2007: 130). The FLB, who saw France as an occupying power, proclaimed themselves in their manifesto the ‘conscience’ of the ‘dépersonnalisé’/‘de-personalised’ and ‘dépossédé’/‘dispossessed’ Breton people (in Nicolas 2007: 356) in their fight for a liberated and socialist nation.  
Through the analysis of Goutal’s ‘Instantanés d’une sinistre farce’ and Heurteau’s Sant-Fieg, this article will explore comics representations of the FLB in different modes (journalism and fiction), and different contexts. Goutal’s comic, which is from 1980, was published after the third wave of attacks (between 1974 and 1978), leading to a wave of arrests. While the FLB’s recourse to violence was generally condemned in Brittany, mobilisation around trials testified to the movement’s symbolic importance. The trials themselves functioned as mediatised platforms to re-place the FLB’s actions in relation to political, cultural, linguistic and economic issues, turning into ‘procès de la Bretagne’/‘trials of Brittany’, as in the title of the book on the 1972 trial (Collective 1973). Heurteau’s Sant-Fieg was published in 2013, in a context in which political violence seems to have ended in Brittany. Indeed, the ARB, under whose name most attacks were carried out from the 1980s, has been inactive since 2000, following the tragic accidental death of Laurence Turbec in a bomb explosion outside a McDonald’s restaurant in Quévert (an attack for which none of the arrested ARB militants was found guilty). The FLB-ARB retains symbolic significance, in particular for the 1960s-1970s era, and it has been the subject of two successful investigative books (Cabon and Chartier 2006, Henry and Lagadec 2006) and a documentary (Béasse 2013). The framework of internal colonialism, while it has not been entirely abandoned (see Briand 2015), has generally ‘lost relevance or attraction’ and no longer structures the political discourse of the Emsav, which since the 1980s has broadly shifted to the theme of a ‘Europe of the Peoples’, in line for instance with the Galician or Welsh movements (Keating 2004: 5).
The representations of the FLB in Goutal’s and Heurteau’s comics contrast with the pithy overview found in René Le Honzec and Reynald’s Secher’s Histoire de Bretagne series, which covers the movement in three panels, two depicting bombings and one the FLB acronym written on a wall (1999a: 41 and 1999b:11), as ‘panels-emblems’ of its violence and underground nature.​[5]​ In Goutal’s and Heurteau’s texts, the FLB militants are not anonymous, and the movement’s violence is not visually present – in Goutal’s because it is a reportage on a trial, and in Heurteau’s due to a fragmented and elliptical narrative structure that shifts mainly between the early 1960s and 1980s, and therefore before and after attacks were carried out. Rather than offering a representation of the history of the movement, these two comics invite the readers to reflect on the issue the FLB raised and mediatised, that of France’s relationship to and treatment of minority cultures and languages. 
By doing so, they provide what this article will read as comics re-framings of the FLB.​[6]​ As the analysis will show, Goutal’s ‘Instantanés’ is a piece of comics journalism that redraws the October 1980 FLB trial as a performance of France-Brittany relations. The reportage re-frames the acts committed by the militants on trial as political acts, by denouncing the State’s handling of the case and refusal to engage with ‘les raisons qui ont amené ces Bretons dans le box’/‘the reasons that have led these Bretons to the dock’. Heurteau’s Sant-Fieg will then be read as a postcolonial comic that explicitly addresses the status of Algeria as a key reference for the Breton militants that fought for ‘internal decolonisation’. Sant-Fieg, in its diegesis as well as its forewords, re-frames the FLB as part of intermedial and international histories and networks. Goutal’s and Heurteau’s are French-language, or rather Francophone, comics, and the analysis will pay close attention to the absence/presence of the Breton language in them – ‘Francophone’ being a term that, in this context, acknowledges the presence of Brittophone Brittany, and therefore of biculturality and bilingualism (see Williams 2007: 9-16) shaped by a history of unequal power relations. These two bandes dessinées will also help map out, at the start of each section, moments in comics creation in Brittany. 
    

Comics journalism and the FLB: justice as farce, trial as performance

Goutal’s reportage is on the 13th-20th October 1980 trial of six militants accused of bombing the Saint-Brieuc building of the Renseignements Généraux (the intelligence service of the French police). It was published in November 1980 in the 76th issue of Le Canard de Nantes à Brest (‘The Nantes to Brest Newspaper’), whose title is a wordplay on the ‘canal de Nantes à Brest’ that links these two seaports. The newspaper’s name is important, as it explicitly locates its journalistic discourse in historic Brittany, rather than the administrative region that excludes the Loire-Atlantique département of which Nantes is the seat. Le Canard was a fortnightly, then weekly newspaper published between January 1978 and January 1982. It was created by Pierre Duclos following his redundancy from Ouest-France (a high-circulation regional daily) as a newspaper that would be ‘résolument ancré à gauche, et résolument breton’/‘resolutely anchored in the left, and resolutely Breton’ (Meury 1981). Through its news framing, in the media research sense of journalistic coverage as interpretation through selection and salience (Entman 1993: 52), Le Canard can be characterised as a ‘prisme d’appréhension de la Bretagne et donc élément de sa construction’/‘prism for the understanding of Brittany, and therefore an element of its construction’ (Kernalegenn 2005: 76-77). 
Text-image, in the form of cartoons and short bandes dessinées, was an integral part of Le Canard’s framing of contemporary news. Its recurrent cartoonists were Goutal, Nono and Gérard-Louis Gautier. Nono had a comics column on the last page of the paper and was regularly sent to report on current events, in a kind of ‘Breton version’ of Charlie Hebdo’s Cabu reporter. Nono’s best-known reporting work, published primarily in Le Canard but also in local environmentalist monthly Oxygène, is perhaps his coverage of the Plogoff affair (1978-1981), during which sustained popular mobilisation against the plan to install a nuclear power plant in the Plogoff area led to the project being abandoned. Nono’s work stands as a graphic testimony – and was discussed as such at a 2015 event organised by the association Plogoff, mémoire d’une lutte (‘memory of a fight’) – of what is an important reference in Brittany as the emblematic struggle of ‘stones against rifles’.​[7]​ Beyond their cartooning and bande dessinée work, Goutal’s and Nono’s graphics are also part of the iconography of the Breton cultural explosion through their poster design for festoú-noz, night festivals that became highly popular during the 1970s Celtic music revival. For instance, a poster by Goutal promoting a fest-noz organised in support of Breton-medium school Diwan (‘seed’) is a resonant visual trace of the contemporary re-articulation of identity, through a process of un-drawing and re-drawing. It shows a child erasing a drawing of Bécassine on the blackboard and, lying discarded on the floor, a sign stating ‘il est interdit de cracher par terre et de parler breton’/‘it is forbidden to spit on the floor and to speak Breton’. This is a well-known phrase that encapsulated the treatment of the language by the French State in schools and has turned into a counter-slogan standing for the re-definition of Bretonness from a negative to an asserted identity.​[8]​ This shows another way in which these cartoonists’ broader work was responding to, and imbricated in, the dynamic construction of Brittany in the intertwinement of culture and politics. 
	Due to its timeframe, Le Canard’s coverage of the FLB focuses primarily on the imprisonment of the militants and the trials. Goutal’s reportage is part of a network of images of militants behind bars, Brittany enchained (the FLB functioning metonymically), and of the intelligence police (comically) attempting to infiltrate the movement and seeing any manifestation of Breton culture and language as a suspicious political act. The FLB trial on which Goutal reports is the fifth of six that took place between July 1978 and November 1980. They were all handled (as in 1972) by the Cour de Sûreté de l’État (‘Court of State Security’), which had been created in 1963 to judge those accused of harming national security, such as in cases of espionage or terrorism. Unlike in 1972, when the militants had walked free out of court, the late 1970s was a time of repression from the State in response to the increasingly ‘explosive’ regional situation, which led to heavy sentences. Jean-Charles (known as Charlie) Grall, one of the accused in the trial covered by Goutal, was sentenced to thirty-four years in prison in total across three trials.        
	Goutal’s ‘Instantanés’ [Figure 1], which takes up one page and a third, was published ten days after the end of the trial, meaning that readers were already aware of the verdict. It is a short example of a ‘trial comic’ as a sub-genre of BD-reportage developing from courtroom sketching (Bernière 2002), of which notable examples are Riss’ 1998 Le Procès Papon/The Papon Trial and 1999 Le Tour de France du crime. Text-image serves to fill in a visual reporting void in a context in which photographic and audio-visual recordings are forbidden. Goutal’s ‘Instantanés’ is a representation of the trial that fragments (‘snapshots’) and deconstructs it as a ‘sinister farce’. It is a highly detailed account filtered through an openly subjective enunciator, constructing a text-image denunciation of breaches of the defendants’ rights, their mistreatment by the police, the banning of the Breton language in court, the harsh sentences, and the intent to de-politicise and de-contextualise the militants’ actions. The ‘packed’ appearance of the comic, with an important amount of récitatifs and little blank left on the page, gives a sense of intent to make use of most of the space available to report, document, as well as comment and denounce. Boxes with key actors’ names are drawn over or next to their heads, with an arrow pointing to them, helping the reader to follow; there are three footnotes, used to explain, decode and translate. Sporadic textual interventions such as ‘(?!)’ or ‘sic’ serve to establish a satirical narrative voice and emphasise both the accuracy of the reporting and the farcicality of the trial. In the text-surrounded images, the graphic style shifts between echoing courtroom sketching, and the caricature and satire of political cartoons. 
As has been much noted, the comics format offers striking possibilities for journalism, due to its elasticity, hybridity and evident subjectivity (see for instance Bourdieu 2012). That this relates to the intrinsic performativity of the medium, ‘where the illusion of mimesis is incessantly broken by the blatant antirealism of the lines that intertwine on the page’ (Di Liddo 2009: 168), is fruitful here because ‘Instantanés’ redraws the trial as a performance of Brittany-France relations. A sense of theatricality is apparent of course from the title, with its juxtaposition of ‘farce’ and ‘sinister’. The Court is shown as putting on a farcical performance of justice that attempts to conceal the State’s attitude towards and treatment of Brittany (‘le pouvoir […] éprouve encore le besoin de masquer sa volonté derrière un drapé de justice’/‘the authorities […] still feel the need to mask their intent behind a veil of justice’). This is seen with on the one hand, the reticence to contextualise the FLB’s actions in what the militants read as the colonisation and oppression of Brittany; and on the other, a performance by the Court that brings into being the State’s negation of Bretonness, through the banning of the language. 
The refusal to engage with the political dimension of the FLB is seen in a two-panel sequence joined by a single récitatif at the bottom. The first panel shows defence witness Jean-Yves Le Drian, at the time Socialist MP for Morbihan, and later President of the Regional Council until 2017 (and who is, at the time of writing, the Minister of Europe and Foreign Affairs in the current centrist government). Le Drian establishes a parallel between the French Republic and Francoist Spain with regard to the state repression of minority cultures and languages, in reaction to which the President of the Court calls recess, ‘se [cachant]’/‘hiding’ behind article 444. As explained in a footnote, article 444 states that witness statements must focus on facts and/or on the personality and morality of the accused. In the image this turns into a visual pun: 444 becomes the similar-sounding ‘côt côt côt’ (chicken squawks), and members of the Court are shown with their shoulders moving up and down (chicken body language). The jarring contrast between the sombre image of Le Drian in the first panel and the cacophonic reaction to his statement, drawn through a sudden departure from courtroom sketching to satirical political cartooning, functions similarly to a jump-cut. Yet as comics is a spatial medium, the jolting shift between statement and reaction also remains as juxtaposition between the situation in Brittany, as it is exposed by Le Drian, and the State’s refusal to engage with it by not considering the acts committed by the militants as political. 
	In the authorities’ performance, the banning of the Breton language from court is particularly resonant. As in previous trials, the defendants that wanted to speak Breton were not allowed to do so, and the Court refused to provide them with interpreters on the grounds that they could speak French. This is re-drawn in a panel with Charlie Grall in the dock saying ‘larit neus forz petra m’ho peus c’hoant’/‘say whatever you want if it makes you happy’ (the French translation is given in a footnote), and the récitatif below explaining that he was sent off due to not wanting to speak ‘dans une autre langue que la sienne’/‘in another language than his own’. An arrow from the récitatif points to a smaller panel on the right, with an aside by the President of the Court, who due to the layout seems to be looking at Grall, saying ‘c’est vrai quoi, qui nous dit qu’il ne nous insulte pas?’/‘it’s true though, how can we be sure he’s not insulting us?’. Grall speaking Breton, which is perceived by the Court solely as a refusal to speak French, can be read as a ‘geste politique et performatif’/‘political and performative gesture’ in the sense that it is inscribed in the FLB’s broader intent to ‘rompre avec l’attitude soumise du colonisé’/‘break with the submissive attitude of the colonised’ (Carel 2013). In the comic, the sequence juxtaposes how language turns into a weapon for the militants (as in the 1972 trial, Collective 1973: 12), and is perceived as an aggression by the Court. While the presence of the Breton language in this comic is therefore significant, it also points to its broader absence. Grall’s speech balloon is the only instance of Breton in ‘Instantanés’; it is lost in a long-shot panel of the dock in which seventeen other people stand or sit, and it is more broadly drowned in a rather ‘packed’ comic. However, this is in fact redressed on the double page on which Goutal’s comic is printed. Below the last strip, Grall is given the space to give his ‘plaidoyer’/‘defence speech’ in Breton. The absence of the language at the trial that is denounced in the comic, turns into presence. 
	The mobilisation arising from ‘putting Brittany on trial’, showing the symbolic significance of the FLB, is evoked in a sequence of seven panels featuring the defence witnesses. That they are crammed on the last strip of the first page can be seen to render how the context that was exposed was dismissed by a Court playing with ‘dés pipés’/‘loaded dice’. Together, these panels re-contextualise the FLB’s actions by providing a cross-section of cultural, political and economic issues. As in previous trials, the witnesses include well-known figures. Haroun Tazieff, a prominent writer and scientist reminds the Court that he too was once considered a terrorist as a resister during World War Two, taking up the thread in the Le Drian panels in the above strip of the Court representing a State that is veering dangerously close to fascism. Celtic musician Alan Stivell brings up the Court’s problematic handling of the Breton language, linking back to the panel with Charlie Grall three strips above. The seven witnesses are framed in panels of the same small size and narrow shape and are all shown in a close-up profile; text at the top states their names and crystallises their statement at the bottom. The spatiality of the medium arguably enables a graphic translation of ‘frame resonance’ as theorised in social movement studies (Snow and Benford 1998). The framing (in an abstract sense) of Brittany as oppressed by the French State resonates with the witnesses, as is represented across a series of similar and different panels, the layout of graphic stuttering rendering accumulation and echoes between the cultural, political and economic issues that Brittany faces. The word ‘colony’ is not used in Goutal’s reportage (it is used in Grall’s defence speech); nonetheless, its redrawing of the trial points to the idea that ‘the Breton problem in France’ perhaps derives, to use Michel Nicolas’ term, from ‘un problème français en Bretagne’/‘a French problem in Brittany’ (2007: 14). 
After the trials, Le Canard would campaign for the prisoners’ amnesty, which was granted, and the Cour de sûreté de l’État dissolved, following the election of Socialist President François Mitterrand. Le Canard ended in early 1982, after which Nono and Goutal were involved in Frilouz (1982-1984), a bimonthly comics magazine that published around forty authors over the course of two years. It is Frilouz that would serve, in Goutal’s words, as ‘catalyseur’/‘catalyst’ (Paris Breizh Media 2015) for the development of a Breton comics scene, and we will turn to this below. What Le Canard stands as, is a focal point for text-image documenting of, and involvement in, the cultural and political construction of Brittany, at the end of the era of its reinvention. 

Postcolonial Brittany, post(-)colonial France: remembering the FLB through fiction 

Sant-Fieg, one of several works by Heurteau that draw on Brittany’s visuality, culture and history, was published in 2013, by which time the region was well-established as a hub for comics artists. Indeed, Brittany has the second highest concentration of creators – over 550 according to Goutal (Paris Breizh Media 2015) – in France after Paris. This does not translate into a comics industry, though there are some local publishers, such as Rennes-based P’tit Louis (since 1990) or L’Œuf (since 1997).​[9]​ There is however a vibrant comics scene, as seen from the number of festivals, which are key to placing Brittany on the map of the ‘cultural organization of the comic book field’ (Beaty 2007: 120) and to celebrate and develop a comics space. The longest-running festival, around which Frilouz started, takes place in Saint-Malo. It was founded in 1981 by Jacques Plouët (then director of the community centre), Goutal, Fournier and Dieter, and became an association named Quai des Bulles in 1992. 
One of these festivals is Penn Ar BD in Quimper, whose first edition was in 2012, and at which Sant-Fieg was awarded the (voted for by the public) ‘Grand Prix de la BD bretonne’/‘Grand Prize of Breton Comics’ in 2014. From the list of winners so far, recurrent themes are the sea and history; laureates include Bruno Le Floc’h, who was often called ‘the Breton gentleman of the Ninth Art’, and Emmanuel Lepage, who was trained by Jean-Claude Fournier. The criterion for a work to be short-listed as a ‘Breton BD’ is concomitantly strict (it is ‘essentiel et indiscutable’/‘essential and indisputable’) and broad: it must have ‘un lien avec la Bretagne, soit par l’origine des auteurs, soit par la thématique’/‘a link with Brittany, either through the authors’ origins, or the theme’ (Penn Ar BD n.d.). This, quite straightforwardly, reflects both the creativity of Breton authors, and the status of Brittany as a fruitful comics theme. What Penn Ar BD’s definition of a ‘Breton BD’ seems to circumvent is the issue of language, though the use of French perhaps implicitly settles it. Brittophone comics do in fact have a small presence at the festival, which reflects their peripherality within both comics, and Breton-language publishing.​[10]​ We can point out that language is, of course, only one of many aspects in a comic – and the 2015 winner of the Grand Prize, Un océan d’amour by Wilfrid Lupano and Grégory Panaccione, was wordless. The process of demarcating what constitutes the ‘Bretonness’ of a comic echoes debates around the delimitation and differentiation of ‘national literatures’ in the context of stateless cultures, as has been examined through the lens of Itamar Even-Zohar’s polysystem theory in the case of Galicia for instance (Torres Feijó 2011). More specifically, it parallels the question of ‘what makes literature ‘‘Breton’’ today if it is not the language in which it is written’ (Williams 2007: 19). As such, the Grand Prize throws up the fruitful question of what indeed makes a comic Breton when it is written in French. To address this means, and here comic art both relates to and departs from literature, focusing not only on language, but the broader resources of the medium.  
Before turning to this in more detail in relation to Sant-Fieg, it is useful here to contrast the prominence of ‘Breton BD’ (as defined above), and the contemporary situation of bandennoù tresset (‘comics’), which relates to broader questions of language revitalisation, and in which the medium still tends to be framed largely in relation to young readers.​[11]​ Original comics creation in Breton lags behind comparable minoritised stateless cultures (Chauffin 2015: 435-436), and translation is therefore an important way to provide for Brittophone readers. The Region recognises the medium as a ‘puissant vecteur d’incitation à la lecture pour les enfants et les adolescents’/‘powerful vehicle to encourage children and teenagers to read’, and it provides a list of ‘classic’ comics series whose translation it would support financially (Région Bretagne n.d.).​[12]​ Comics are also recognised, along other popular artforms, as a way to foster young speakers’ creativity, as exemplified by Diwan-organised competitions for the best Breton-language comic (on pedagogy and creativity in Diwan, see Chauffin 2015). Moving beyond a conception of the medium as being particularly well-suited to young readers, we can mention the inclusion of comics in the ‘originale, exigeante et militante’/‘original, demanding and militant’ editorial policy of Nadoz-Vor, an independent and alternative publisher that was founded in 2013 (Nadoz-Vor Embannadurioù n.d.). Its catalogue includes translations of the Brest-set comics Un homme est mort, by Étienne Davodeau and Kris (Un den zo marvet), and Briac’s Quitter Brest (Avel Reter).  
The complex and flexible medium of comics clearly holds potential for Brittophone creation, and Brittany has proven to be a rich visual, cultural and historical inspiration for French-language comics creators. The focus of the analysis here will be on the possibilities offered by the medium for the articulation of Francophone Brittany, for which Heurteau’s Sant-Fieg stands as a contemporary case study. It in fact combines both of Penn Ar BD’s criteria (authors’ origins and theme), and was published by Coop Breizh, which is both locally based and militant. Moreover, it directly engages with the intertwining of language, culture and politics, and the issue of French colonialism, both in reference to Brittany and Algeria. As such, this comic enables us to intersect ground-breaking postcolonial research into Brittany (with a focus on literature, such as Williams 2007 and Gontard 2008), and into French-language comic art (with a focus on French Empire, such as McKinney 2013). 
Throughout Sant-Fieg, the story is situated in the local, national and international contexts. Events that are referenced include Kennedy’s assassination, the 1981 Irish hunger strike, Plogoff, and Mitterrand’s election. This serves to establish the rural, ‘world’s-end’ (as in the name of the Penn-ar-bed/Finistère area) setting as connected rather than isolated, and references to Algeria and Northern Ireland render the ‘international outlook’ of the Breton movement (Williams 2010). Sant-Fieg follows Armel, a young adopted man who lives in Paris, as he retraces his origins after inheriting a house in the Breton village of Saint-Fiacre (the Breton name is Sant-Fieg or Sant-Fiakr) from his biological grandmother. Armel finds out that he is the son of Rachid, an Algerian man who came to the village in 1963, and Maelle, a local young woman, one of whose brothers died as a soldier during the Algerian War of Independence. Rachid came to the area to uncover the truth behind his own father’s death during World War Two. While in Sant-Fieg, Rachid, who had been part of the FLN, befriends Jil Turnal, a Breton militant who asks for his advice to set up the FLB. Rachid and Maelle’s love story ends tragically, with his murder and her suicide after giving birth to their son, a drama that comes back to the surface with Armel’s genealogical search. 
Sant-Fieg is shaped by the process of retracing and reconstructing an occulted family history that is entangled in local and global histories. The reader is actively involved in this through mirrors and echoes between the two parts of the diptych, and a fragmented and un-chronological structure that shifts primarily between the early 1980s (Armel’s story) and the early 1960s (his parents’ story), with short sections in 1971 and 1978. With regard specifically to the FLB, it is to the reader to fill in the gap between the (pre-violence) beginnings of secret meetings and planning, and the (temporarily) post-FLB context, in which Jil reflects on the heavy price he has had to pay for his beliefs (2013b: 34). The graphic style, where traces of the act of graphiation, to use Marion’s terminology (1993), are felt in the visibly hand-drawn lines and recurrent sketch-like aesthetics, foregrounds subjectivity and arguably contributes to draw the reader in further in the process of retracing. This is an entirely different approach to history, through fiction, fragmentation and individual trajectories, from the aforementioned Histoire de Bretagne’s chronological emblematic vignettes, realistic graphic style, and ‘authoritative’ narrative voice-over.  
Sant-Fieg is part of a now important French-language comics production representing French Empire and the post-colonial era. It features some of what McKinney has identified as ‘iconic figures of the colonial affrontier in French comics’, in ‘the mixed couple, the métis/se [a person of culturally or ethnically mixed descent], the post-colonial immigrant (and family)’ (2013: 7), and a genealogical search (2013: 12-19). The original perspective Sant-Fieg brings is its anchoring in the Breton context. McKinney in fact mentions Auclair’s Bran Ruz and Martinique-set 1981 Le sang du flamboyant as ‘innovative and influential treatments of colonialism and cultural difference’ (2013: 176). Sant-Fieg relates to this as a contemporary graphic exploration, through a fictional treatment of history, of the resonance of Algeria for Breton militants. This is highlighted by the peri-texts of the two volumes, which establish a link between Brittany and Algeria, as well as between Kabylia and Brittany as minoritised cultures. The preface in the first volume is by Berber Algerian musician Idir, who was a key figure of the fight for the recognition of Kabyle language and identity in post-independence Algeria, and who has collaborated with Breton artists. The second volume is prefaced by Breton musician and poet Gilles Servat, who was part of the intertwining of music and politics in the 1970s. There is no recourse to a historian to foreground the historical accuracy of the text (on prefaces by historians to comics about French Empire, see McKinney 2013: 21), but to militant cultural figures that testify to its evocativeness: Idir ‘[a] ressenti une atmosphère familière’/‘felt a familiar atmosphere’ (2013a: 3), and Jil reminds Servat of ‘des Bretons [qu’il a] connus’/‘Bretons [he has] known’ (2013b: 3). 
Both prefaces are followed by excerpts from Francophone Breton writer Xavier Grall’s essay Keltia Blues (1971), which was written in reaction to the late 1960s FLB arrests. The first excerpt encapsulates Grall’s understanding of the similarities between Algeria and Brittany during the War of Independence (‘même tyran: l’État français’/‘same tyrant: the French State’). The coming to awareness of internal colonialism through direct confrontation with French Empire was a common and key experience for Breton militants (see UDB 1973: 105-106). It is recounted in René Vautier and Nicole Le Garrec’s 1974 film La Folle de Toujane, ou comment on devient un ennemi de l’intérieur, in which Servat played the male lead and to which he refers in his preface. The second excerpt from Grall, in volume two, talks of the resulting process of decolonisation: ‘tu te décolonises. Tu es Berbère, Kabyle, Breton’/‘you decolonise yourself. You are Berber, Kabyle, Breton’. These peri-texts are, technically, ‘intratextual framings’ (Wolf 2006), but Servat’s preface and Grall’s words in particular also function as intertextual framings. Indeed, they place Sant-Fieg in relation to an intertextual, and intermedial genealogy of ‘internal decolonisation’ through music, cinema and literature, framing it as a contemporary graphic text of postcolonial memory.
	In its (fictional) exploration of the echoes of the Algerian War of Independence, Sant-Fieg certainly does not give an idealised image of rural Brittany. Rachid is the victim of verbal and physical racist attacks from his arrival in the village, chiefly at the hands of a group of young men who eventually murder him. By contrast, he is welcomed by Jil, who understands his own position as a colonised, rather than assimilated to the coloniser. Jil’s ‘anti-colonial struggle’ is in its infancy in the early 1960s, and the FLB is purely verbal at this stage. The militants’ action focuses at first on leafleting to raise awareness, which we see them do at a Pardon. Panels on the left-hand page feature people parading dressed in traditional costume and holding banners, with ‘pour la Bretagne’/‘for Brittany’ enclosed in four speech balloons. What is ‘for Brittany’ here is not the display of tradition and Catholicism but, as we see on the right-hand page, the demands made on the leaflets handed out by the militants: greater autonomy, reunification, bilingual signs, and teaching of the language. The mayor of the village and Turnal’s nemesis, Mériadec, sees this as backwards, framing it in opposition to ‘modern’ France (‘on est France ici, pas chez le roi Arthur!’/‘we’re in France here, not in Arthur’s kingdom!’, 2013a: 65). This scene shows a juxtaposition of a visual Brittany as heritage and tradition that is accepted by the State and that risks becoming folkloric; and of a politicized Brittany that is at this stage only verbal, but performatively brought into being.     
Jil’s ‘anti-colonial struggle’ intertwines the linguistic and the political, and the absence/presence of the Breton language in this Francophone comic is significant in this regard. In the two cases where it features, it is inscribed in a political gesture. Jil, as he explains to Rachid during their first meeting, has written the Breton names ‘Sant-Fieg’ and ‘Sant-Fiakr’ over the French ‘Saint-Fiacre’ on the village signs, one at the entrance and the other at the exit, which has angered the authorities (2013a: 37-40). This, set in 1963, foreshadows the actions of Stourm Breizh (‘Fight for Brittany’) in the 1970s and Stourm Ar Brezhoneg (‘Fight for the Breton language’) in the 1980s, which were inspired by the 1960s campaign for bilingual road signs by the Cymdeithas yr Iaith Gymraeg (‘Welsh Language Society’). On the Sant-Fieg/Sant-Fiakr signs, in a symbolic reversal of unequal power relations and palimpsestic writing over French, it is now Breton that covers and obscures the majority language. This relates to the continuing broader question of the presence of minoritised languages in the public sphere – as in ‘Ble mae’r Gymraeg?’ (‘Where is the Welsh?’). 
Breton is seen in another panel, when Rachid, after being attacked, has been arrested. On the wall of the prison cell various graffiti can be seen, including ‘L’Algérie libre’/‘Free Algeria’, ‘Bretagne libre’/‘Free Brittany’ (the Brittany-Algeria parallel turning into a rhyme), and ‘BZH’, the abbreviation for Breizh/Brittany (2013a: 44). The last two foreshadow the FLB militants’ later imprisonment, including of Jil in the diegetic world, as he tells Armel in volume two (2013b: 34). This panel evokes the idea of Breton militants as ‘insider enemies’, as in the title of the aforementioned film by Vautier and Le Garrec, which is brought up by Servat in his preface.​[13]​ In this comic, Breton is therefore absent from speech balloons as a tool for verbal communication.​[14]​ However, its (albeit limited) presence in the image itself as inherent text (Cohn 2013: 36) renders its militant inscription on the territory and inside the space of incarceration. For the 2013 reader, BZH and ‘Breizh’ are words that border on ubiquity, and bilingual signs, on which feature both the French and Breton names (with the French coming first), are found across Brittany. These two familiar, perhaps to the point of being banal, examples of the visibility of the language in daily life are here re-placed in a history of activism. 
In the process of retracing the past, photographs play an important part in Sant-Fieg, in particular two of them that each opens and closes one album. The first, of Armel’s parents, is an evocative visual trace for him at the start of his genealogical search. The second photograph Armel recovers, in volume two, is given to him by Jil, and was taken at a scene that occurs in the first volume, when Rachid and future FLB members meet on the island of Ouessant (2013a: 50-51). There is a Breton flag in the background, and Rachid stands with four militants: Jil, another fictional character called Martial, and ‘Xavier’ and ‘Emile’, who are in fact Grall and singer Glenmor (we also see Glenmor at Grall’s funeral, in a short section set in December 1981, 2013b: 15-16). This is an entirely fictional meeting, though both Grall and Glenmor were connected to the FLB. Grall was the co-founder of Skoazell Vreizh (‘Breton Relief Services’), which was set up in 1969 to support the families of political prisoners; and Glenmor wrote the ARB’s marching chant. The inclusion of fictionalised ‘comics-versions’ of Grall and Glenmor along the three fictional characters is an inscription within the diegesis of the comic’s relation to an intermedial genealogy of decolonising creative expression.   
This photograph comes up several times in volume two, creating, to use Groensteen’s (2007) terminologies, a tressage (‘braiding’) effect through which the reader is incited to engage in a translinear, plurivectoral reading. We first see the image as it opens the album, before the foreword by Servat and poem by Grall, reinforcing the idea of a common fight and solidarity between Algeria and Brittany. It re-appears in the story as a frame within a frame, when it is retrieved from a drawer by Jil and given to Armel, and is injected with further meaning [Figure 2]. Its symbolic message is complexified by Jil’s speech balloon layered over it, as he talks about internal divisions regarding Rachid even amongst the Breton militants. Silent panels, two in which we watch Armel look at the photograph and one in which we share his viewpoint, highlight its personal and emotional significance as a material trace of the past (2013b: 30-32). 
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^1	  I am here borrowing from Breton journalist and writer Xavier Grall’s phrase ‘La Bretagne est à réinventer’/‘Brittany needs to be reinvented’ (1971: 25). The title of this article, ‘Tu te décolonises’/‘You decolonise yourself’ is also borrowed from Grall (1971: 10). I will return to this later in this article.  
^2	  On the recurrent presence of Bécassine raising her fist in the iconography of the extreme-left in Brittany in the 1970s, see Kernalegenn 2005: 160-162. 
^3	  For investigative studies of the FLB-ARB, see Cabon and Chartier 2006, and Henry and Lagadec 2006.   
^4	  The Emsav had been politicised (and anti-colonial, see Williams 2007: 128-129) since the start of the twentieth century, but following the ‘dark years’ of World War Two, during which a proportion of Breton nationalists collaborated with the Vichy regime and Nazi Germany, the movement was discredited and therefore focused primarily on cultural matters in the immediate post-war era. It then turned also to economic matters in the early 1950s and became re-politicised from the mid-1950s. Its conservatism was criticised by younger militants, who then split from the party to start the UDB in late 1963. On the Emsav, see Nicolas 2007.    
^5	  Histoire de Bretagne’s depiction of World War Two gave rise to a national controversy in France on the ‘rewriting of history in Brittany’, including with articles in Télérama (‘les non-dits de la Bretagne dessinée’/‘what is unsaid in comics Brittany’, Millot 1999) and in Libération (‘Bulles amnésiques’/‘Amnesiac balloons’, Chassigneux 2000). For an analysis of the controversy and the broader context, see Bergère 2006.
^6	  On processes of framing, unframing and reframing in relation to the comics medium in terms of form and content, see for instance Meyer 2010 and Denson 2013. My approach to framing and re-framing in this article will also draw on the fields of media discourse analysis, social movement studies, and (inter)mediality studies.  
^7	  I am borrowing the expression ‘stones against rifles’ from the title of Nicole Le Garrec’s 1980 documentary Plogoff, des pierres contre des fusils. Plogoff is used as a symbol of social mobilisation and revolt in Bran Ruz (see Blin-Rolland 2017: 70) and is referenced in Fournier’s Spirou comic L’Ankou. The Plogoff affair was also the subject of a 2013 comic by Delphine Le Lay and Alexis Horellou. 
^8	  It is the title of a 1971 poem by Paol Keineg, and the variant ‘Défense de cracher par terre et de parler breton’ is the title of Yann-Ber Piriou’s 1971 anthology of ‘poèmes de combat’.
^9	  Some Breton publishers count some comics in their catalogue, such as Locus Solus, which was established in 2012 and published Heurteau’s Over in 2015.
^10	  Breton-language comics are included in the ‘Prizioù Dazont ar Brezhoneg’/‘Prizes for the future of the Breton language’, organised by the Public Office of the Breton Language and television channel France 3; so far this has gone to translations.  
^11	  This can be traced back to the first Breton-language comic in 1934, Per ar c’holin by Herry Caouissin, published in Feiz ha Breiz ar vugale. Caouissin and his brother Ronan then founded the children’s magazine O lo lê, which was published between 1940 and 1944 and was a Pétainist, Catholic and (Breton) nationalist magazine.  
^12	  The first comics translations into Breton, of Astérix and Tintin, date back to the 1970s.
^13	  In the 1970s, people with a ‘BZH’ sticker on their car could be arrested and fined (Nono, Quentel and Yonnet 1998: 8).
^14	  The words ‘Sant-Fieg’ and ‘Sant-Fiakr’ are used by Jil as part of utterances in French, when he tells Rachid the story behind the signs, or refers to the village’s name. 
